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An Acoustic and Phonological Study of Pre-Pausal
Vowel Length in Hausa
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INTRODUCTION
In Hausa, vowel length is maximally contrastive in word-flnal position,
where all five vowels occur lexically both long and short. In describing
the phonetic differences between long and short final vowels, one has to
specify whether the vowel is in pre-pausal position or not. In non-pausal
position, final vowels have essentially the sanie allophones äs medial
vowels, where the length contrast is manifested qualitatively äs well äs
quantitatively: long vowels are long and tense whereas short vowels are
shorter, lax, and more centralized, e.g.,
(1) Long Short
tsakaa cee [ tsAka:. . . ] caka nee [ c A k A . . . ]
'It's a gecko' 'It's clubs (in cards)'
zoobee nee [zo:be:.. .] goobe cee [gorbA . . . ]
'It's a ring' 'It's tomorrow'
tukkuu nee [tokku:...] Pukü cee [ iuku . . . ]
'It's a bird's crest' 'It's three'
In pre-pausal position, the difference between long and short final
vowels is not so evident; both are tense and the difference in duration is
said to be quite reduced (Greenberg 1942:320). Carnochan (1951:1038-
39) observed that the most prominent feature differentiating pre-pausal
short from long vowels was the presence of glottal closure and release in
the former vs. its absence in the latter, which was often marken by breathy
release.1
*A shorter Version of this paper was presented at the Twelfth Annual Conference
on African Linguistics, Stanford University, April, 1981, and at the Hausa Workshop,
School of Oriental and African Studies, London, May, 1981. Wo would like to thank
Abdulhamid Abubakar, Bello Ahmad Salim and Fatimah Salim for their assistance
in providing the Hausa data on which this paper is based.
(2) Long Short
tsakaa [tsAka:] caka
ZOObee [zo:be:] goobe [go:be?]
tukkuu [tukku:] Puku [?uku?]
In addition to its lexical function, the world-final length contrast in
Hausa is used for marking inflection and derivation. Such morphosyntact-
ically conditioned length alternations may result from either shortening or
lengthening processes. A typical example of shortening is the derivation
of a proper name from a common noun (see 3a), and a typical example of
lengthening is the formation of a present participle from a verb (see 3b).
(3) Non-pausal Pre-pausal
a. Shortening
yaa ga doogoo däazu [do:go: . . . ] yaagadoogoo [do:go:]
'He saw a tall one just now' 'He saw a tall one'
yaaga Doogo däazu [do:ge... ] yaaga Doogo [ do: go ? ]
'He saw Dogo just now' 'He saw Dogo'
b. Lengthening
yaa fita däazu [ f f u . . . ] yaa fita [fita?]
'He went out just now' 'He went out'
yanäafitaadaqzu [ f i t a : . . . ] yanäafitaa [fita:]
'He is going out just now' 'He is going out'
Although pre-pausal glottal closure has been generally accepted äs the
defining characteristic of short final vowels and the major phonetic/
auditory cue for identifying them, the actual practice of Hausa scholars
in determining final vowel length has been to elicit forms in non-pausal
frames. This was explicitly recommended by Gouffe (1965) and adopted
in the preparation of the most recent Hausa dictionary (Newman and
Newman 1977). This method works well because, äs seen in (1), long
and short final allophones are maximally differentiated in non-pausal
Position. But the method is workable only because it is assumed that
phonological length remains constant irrespective of position before
pause or not. On the whole, this is true in Hausa.
1. THE PROBLEM
There are, however, a number of poorly understood cases where a final
vowel seems to have one length non-pausally and another length pre-
pausally, exhibiting what appears to be an environmentally conditioned
alternation. Specifically, these are cases where the final vowel is clearly
long in non-pausal position but is reported to be pronounced with final
glottal closure in pre-pausal position, i.e. having the normal mark of a
short final vowel in this position, äs in the following example froni Car-
nochan (1952:89):
(4) Non-pausal Pre-Pausal
yaa cikoo tüuluu [ciko:. . . ] yaa cikoo [ciko?]
'He filled the pot' 'He filled (it)'
It is not clear whether such pre-pausal vowels are actually the same
phonetically äs normal short final vowels nor what their phonological
Status is.
Provisionally, we will refer to these vowels äs "undetermined" final
vowels to distinguish them from normal long and normal short final
vowels. In the cases where long and "undetermined" alternate, no change of
grammatical information is involved, so that the altemation seems to be
strictly conditioned by the phonological environment. If these "undeter-
mined" vowels are in fact simply short vowels, then they would represent
the only case in Hausa morphophonemics of a strictly phonologically
conditioned length altemation of final vowels.2
Even more unusual is that this purported altemation is morphologic-
ally restricted to a small number of diverse cases. Here is a list of all
known cases where such alternations have been reported.3
(5) a. Final -A in first person Singular pronoun, bound possessive form,
e.g.gidaanA 'my house', rügaatA 'my gown'
b. Final -O of Grade VI (ventive extension) verbs, e.g. koomO 'return
(here)', saatO 'steal (and come)', saakO 'weave (and bring)', fitO
'come out\googO 'rub (and bring)'
c. Final vowel of "monosyllabic" verbs not ending in -/': JA 'pull',
shA 'drink', JE 'go to', sO 'want', zO 'come';4 biyA 'pay', jirA
'wait for', kirA 'call's
d. Final diphthongs of monosyllabic verbs: kAI 'carry', /t4f/'cu'mb',
kA U 'move away'
A review of the scholary h'terature and pedagogical grammars of Hausa
reveals that Hausaists are far from agreeing on the existence of all these
cases, let alone on their analysis and transcription. Cases (a) and (b) are
the most widely known and discussed, but what is striking is that even
here the same scholar often treats them differently.
1.1. Case (a)
Most Hausaist now accept the existence of a long/short altemation in
the first person Singular possessive pronoun.6 Abraham (1959) analyzes
it äs an underlying short vowel which lengthens in specific morphosyntac-
tic environments. Kraft and Kirk-Greene (1973:47) more accurately ob-
serve that the vowel lengthening is not grammatically determined but
rather occurs everywhere except before pause; but they still consider it
basically short and have a lengthening rule applying whenever another
word follows. Their phonemic transcription reflects this alternation.
Cowan and Schuh (1976:100) turn the analysis around by treating the
vowel äs underlyingly long, which is said to be short before pause. Con-
trary to normal transcription practice, they mark the vowel äs long even
before pause. Gouffe (1977:382) criticizes this "morphophonemic" re-
presentation, claiming that the phonemically short pre-pausal alternant
should be transcribed äs such.
1.2. Case (b)
Unlike case (a), Hausaists do not all agree that a length alternation takes
place in the final -O ventive extension of verbs. This vowel has been
traditionally described äs being long in all environments (e.g. Abraham
1959). Carnochan's study (1952) of final vowel alternations in verbs was
the first to point out that in pre-pausal position, -O verbs ended with
glottal closure, which for him was the mark of a short vowel. Carnochan's
phonetic observation, however, was ignored by Parsons (1960, 1971/72)
in his subsequent systematization of Hausa verb morphology, in which
only grammatical contexts (e.g. presence or absence of direct object)
were considered relevant. In Parsons' System, the final vowel of Grade VI
verbs was long everywhere and transcribed äs such even before pause.
Other scholars, however, have incorporated Carnochan's observation to
the extent that they mention a pre-pausal short or shortened variant,
e.g. Kraft and Kirk-Greene (1973:239), Cowan and Schuh (1976:280),
and Jungraithmayr and Möhlig (1976:134). Nevertheless, all of these
grammars continue to mark it long in this position. Surprisingly, Gouffe,
a normally reliable observer of final vowel length in Hausa, totally rejects
the Statement that the pre-pausal -O is short(ened). Consistent with the
Parsonian System, he insists that "le -oo . . .demeure long dans tous les
contextes" (1974:396).7
1.3. Case (c)
It has been generally accepted among Hausaists that monosyllabic
verbs ending in vowels other than -i have a long vowel in all positions.
Carnochan (1952:109), however, noted that before pause these verbs
have final glottal closure; but this observation has received less acknow-
ledgement and even less consistent treatment than in case (b). The scatter-
ed remarks found in recent grammars are characterized by vagueness äs
to which vowels and which verbs are involved. For example, Hodge and
Umaru (1963:17) briefly note that "some long vowels are followed by a
glottal stop". This is illustrated by only one verb,j'E, which is shown äs
having free Variation in length pre-pausally (transcribed either äs /jeP/
or /je P/). Cowan and Schuh (1976) represent zO pre-pausally äs short
in the early chapters of the book but long in later chapters, and make no
mention of other monosyllabic verbs. Jungraithmayr and Möhlig (1976:6)
note that some verbs, illustrated only by shA, become short before pause,
yet they transcribe it äs long everywhere. The disyllabic verbs biyAJirA,
and kirA are not normally considered äs pari of this set, and their be-
havior pre-pausally is not generally known.'
1.4. Case (d)
Carnochan (1952:109) included kAI and hAU in his list of mono-
syllabic verbs exhibiting glottal closure in pre-pausal position. Other
scholars have, on the whole, chosen to ignore this observation, most
probably because of the analytical contradiction it presents. As generally
conceived, final glottal closure implies a short vowel, which in this case
would mean positing "short diphthongs". Such a concept has never been
considered possible in Hausa for two reasons. The first is that the length
distinction is not considered applicable to diphthongs, which have always
been thought of, at least phonetically, äs inherently long vowel nuclei. The
second is that most Hausaists claim that diphthongs should be analyzed
structurally äs sequences of vowel + semivowel (/ay/ and /aw/) rather
than äs single vocalic units with complex nuclei (/ai/ and /au/). Given such
an analysis, it is difficult to see how the short pre-pausal variants could be
handled in any way but by an ad hoc rule. (The VC analysis of Hausa
diphthongs has been critically examined and rejected in a recent study
by Newman and Salim (n.d.).)
7.5. Summary ofthe problem
The preceding review has shown that these four cases have been treated
äs isolated phenomena, unrelated to each other, resulting in confusion
at the phonetic level and inconsistent treatment at the phonological
level. To summarize, case (a) is generally treated äs short before pause,
exhibiting a morphophonemic alternation. Cases (b) and (c) are inconsis-
tently described äs "short", "shortened" and/or "having glottal closure",
their structural Status being left vague. As for case (d), any difference
between non-pausal and pre-pausal diphthongs has been conveniently
ignored.
The question naturally arises whether these four cases do in fact exhibit
the same phenomenon, and if so, whether this can lead to a phonologically
consistent treatment for all the cases taken äs a set. In the present study,
we take it äs given that all "undetermined" vowels, including diphthongs,
are long in underlying structure,9 so that we are only examining their
behavior before pause. In section 2, we present a detailed acoustic com-
parison between undetermined vowels and normal short and long pre-
pausal vowels. In section 3, we provide a phonological Interpretation of
the undetermined vowels on the basis of the phonetic findings.
2. THE PHONETIC QUESTION
The accepted phonetic characterization of the contrast in Hausa be-
tween long and short pre-pausal vowels is one of long duration without
glottal closure vs. short duration with glottal closure, äs illustrated above
in (2). If it is true that undetermined vowels do end in glottal closure - äs
claimed by Carnochan — does it automatically mean that they are there-
fore short vowels, i.e. identical and indistinguishable from normal short
vowels? Or might there in fact be differences in duration between them?
In principle, of course, given the variables duration and glottal closure,
four (not two) possibilities exist: short duration with glottal closure,
short duration without glottal closure, long duration with glottal closure,
and long duration without glottal closure.
2.1. Experimental preliminaries
A preliminary recording of all the items in (5) by one Hausa Speaker
confirmed that they were indeed all pronounced with final glottal closure.
The next step was to compare a selection of these with spectrally identical
vowels which were indisputably long or short, examining both duration
and glottal closure äs separate variables for all the vowels tested. Since
no experimental data exist on the measurement of Hausa vowels pre-
pausally, a detailed experiment was carried out to establish the necessary
phonetic facts.10
The acoustic parameters chosen for measurement were (i) the overall
duration of the final vowels, and (ii) their abruptness of offset. It has been
shown that abruptness of offset is the most important correlate of post-
vocalic glottal stop in French (Malecot 1975) and of isolated checked
vowels in Dutch (Cohen, Slis and 't Hart 1963). Abruptness of offset is
measured in terms of the duration of the final or decay portion of the
vowel, i.e. the time inverval during which the vowel intensity more or
less regularly decreases from füll strength to silence. A vowel checked by
glottal stop has an abruptly ending or steep intensity curve, whereas an
7unchecked vowel has a smoother decay time curve. Since decay time forms
a part of the overall vowel duration, it follows, ceteris paribus, that a
shorter decay (i.e. abrapt offset) contributes to shorter overall duration
whereas a longer decay (i.e. smooth offset) results in longer overall duration.
Our experiment also provided for Variation in duration along a speech
rate continuum. One knows from the experimental phonetic literature
that vowel (rather than consonant) durations are time compressed in fast
Speech (Kozhevnikov and Chistovich 1965). To our knowledge, there are
no data on the effects of speech rate on the component parts of vowel
duration. A naive expectation would be that duration of the initial, i.e.
non-decay, portion and of the decay portion are affected to the same
degree. However, it may be the case that decay times are produced in a
relatively invariant manner. Motivations for such an expectation are di-
verse and may be sought in either physiological or perceptual mechanisms.
For instance, it may be that adduction of the vocal cords, the articulatory
gesture controlling glottal closure, is relatively time invariant. We do have
evidence from psycho-physical measurements (van Heuven and van den
Broecke 1979, van den Broecke and van Heuven 1981), that the human
hearing mechanism is less sensitive to decay time differences than to
other acoustic parameters relevant to speech perception. Therefore it
would make sense for the Speaker to vary the decay time of his abrupt vs.
gradual vowels äs little äs possible.
2.2. The experiment
As can be seen in (5), all undetermined vowels have High tone. Further-
more, aside from the item/ß1 in case (c), all undetermined vowels are either
a or o, or the diphthongs ai or au. For the experiment, a 3 X 4 Stimulus
word matrix was constructed consisting of a three-term length factor
S(hort), U(ndetermined), and L(ong), and a four-term vowel quality
factor, a, o, ai, and au. Each cell contained from two to four test items,
except for the cells "short af and "short au", which remained empty
on structural grounds. Each test item consisted, whenever possible, of a
disyllabic utterance with a heavy first syllable and an initial voiceless stop
in the second syllable. The items were further confined to two tone
patterns, Low-High and High-High, to ensure comparability with the High
tone undetermined vowels.
2.2.1. Method
The resulting list of 26 items (see Appendix 1) was recorded in a sound attenuat-
ing booth (Amplaid GR-12) onto a Revox A77 two-track tape recorder (19 cm/sec)
with a Sennheiser MD421 microphone by two different Speakers, male and female,
of the same age, speaking the Standard Kano dialect of Hausa The set of 26 items,
each embedded m a Hausa carner phrase (dagä baaya, ta cee 'Afterwards, she
said '), was recorded 10 times per Speaker in different random Orders, five times
at a relatively slow speaking rate and five times at a relatively fast but comfortable
speaking rate The response set of the experiment thus consisted of a total of 520
vowel tokens
Both the audiosignal and the mtensity (Fr^kjaer-Jensen IM360 mtensity meter,
füll bandwidth, 20 ms Integration time) were then recorded on UV oscülograms
(Honeywell 2206 Visicorder, 20 cm/sec) for each of the 520 tokens Final vowels
were segmented in terms of an initial portion comprismg rise time and steady time,
and a final portion contammg the decay time In our experiment, decay time was
operationally defmed (cf Debrock 1977) äs the time needed for the vowel mtensity
(in dB) to drop from 90% to 10% of the highest value attamed m the vowel Overall
duration was equal to the sum of the initial and tinal portions All measurements
were rounded off to the nearest 5 ms The procedure is illustrated in Figure l
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Hgure l Procedure for measunng components of final vowel duration from vowel
mtensity
22.2 Results
The mean total durations and Standard deviations are presented in I igure 2
(See Appendix 2 for a complete breakdown of the data) Each of the four vowel
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Figure 2 Mean overall durations ± l s d for short, undetermmed, and long pre-
pausal vowels at slow and fast speech rates
quahties has been plotted separately for the three phonetic length groups and for
slow (shaded) vs fast (unshaded) speech conditions
It can be clearly seen that the L vowels form a group together (mean 263 ± 45
ms), not overlappmg with any of the S or U vowels The four U vowels (198 ± 34
ms) are somewhat longer on average than the two S vowels (176 ± 23 ms), with
some overlappmg between the two groups A one-way analysis of variance shows
the duration differences between S, U, and L to be highly sigmficant, 1(2,517)
= 287 l, p< 001 Moreover, post hoc tests for contrasts indicate that the thiee
length groups, S, U, and L, are sigmficantly distmct from each other (Newman-
Keuls test, p< 05)
Regardmg the effect of speech rate on overall duration, Figure 2 shows that all
vowels, including diphthongs, vary systematically m duration, with more slowly
pronounced vowels being longer than quickly spoken ones (230 ms vs 203 ms)
One reason for the relatively small effect is that the female Speaker was less sophistic-
ated m observmg speech rate instructions äs compared to the male Speaker, for whom
the difterence was more appreciable (252 vs 205 ms for slow vs fast) Note that
overlappmg occurs between S and U monophthongs so that fast U vowels have
durations similar to their slow S counterparts No such overlappmg occurs between
any of the U vowels and their L counterparts
The effects of vowel quality on overall duration are presented separately for S,
U, and L vowels m Figure 3
As a group, the monophthongs have durations of the same order of magmtude
äs the diphthongs, although the more open vowel a is on average longer than o
This difference is most apparent in the L vowels An analysis of variance on monoph-
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Figure 3 Influence of vowel quahty ori overall duration for short, undetermmed,
and long pre-pausal vowels
thongs only shows that both the effects of length group, F(2,317) = 258 9, p< 001,
and of vowel quahty, F(l,318) = 17 5, p< 001, reach significance, äs does the inter-
action between these two factors, F(2,314) = 20 3, p< 001 Such an mfluence of
vowel quahty on duration is in accordance with the hterature where similar effects
have been reported for a vanety of languages (for a survey, see Lehiste 1970 18ff)
On the basis of this, we decided to pool our vowels mto two groups, monophthongs
vs diphthongs, for our subsequent analysis
Figure 4 shows the two pooled groups plotted in a two-dimensional plane, with
the decay portion along the vertical axis and the initial portion along the horizontal
axis For the sake of clarity, no dispersion measures have been drawn m this graph
This figure shows a clear Separation mto two clusters, one havmg decay times of 80
ms or less, the other of 105 ms or more The first cluster compnses S and U vowels,
the second L vowels, with polar values for decay time most evident in monophthongs
Withm the first (lower) cluster, however, even the shght differences in decay time
between S and U (72 vs 78 ms for monophthongs, 81 ms for U diphthongs) prove to
be sigmficant by a Newman-Keuls test, p < 05, followmg an analysis of vanance,
F(2,517) = 1839, p < 001 Thus S vowels with glottal closure are statistically
distmct from U vowels with glottal closure, and both are distinct from L vowels
without glottal closure (decay time 114 ms) These results confirm the precedmg
analysis (Figure 3) showing three separate groups on the basis of overall duration
Withm the U vowels, diphthongs have the longest decay time, whereas within the
L vowels, diphthongs have the shortest decay time We would suggest that this lack
of polarization along the decay time axis in diphthongs is due to their havmg no
underlymg length distinction, i e no targets exist for "short diphthongs", only
"shorter" diphthongs An analysis of vanance assessing the relative contnbution of
the factors (length group, monophthong vs diphthong, speech rate) on decay time
Variation shows that the most sigmficant effect is due to length group, F(2,517)
= 185 2, p< 001, with the monophthong vs diphthong difference bemg of lesser
significance, 1(1,518) = 142, p< 001, whereas the speech rate variable proved
insigniflcant, F(l,518) < l
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Figure 4: Means for short, undetermined, and long monophthongs and diphthongs,
plotted in a two-dimensional decay portion/initial portion plane, separated out for
fast and slow speech rates
In Figure 2, it is obvious that overall duration varies according to speech rate,
with quickly spoken vowels being shorter. Figure 4 shows that time compression
does not affect the two components, initial and decay, equally. In fact, decay
time is remarkably unaffected by speech rate in all three length groups (see analysis
of variance above). Instead, compression is achieved in the initial portion of all
vowels, varying systematically from longer duration for slower speech to shorter
duration for faster speech, with slight overlapping ranges between S, U, and L vowels
(refer to Appendix 2 for measurements). An analysis of variance shows that speech
rate is the most important factor affecting Variation of the initial portion, F(l,518)
= 121.8, p< .001. When the speech rate factor is averaged out, äs shown by the
filled centroids in Figure 4, then S, U, and L vowels form three distinct groups,
having initial portion means at 105, 119, and 149 ms, respectively.
2.3. Experimental conclusions
The evidence provides some clear answers to our original questions
about the phonetic nature of U(ndetermined) vis-ä-vis normal S(hort)
and L(ong) pre-pausal vowels in Hausa. (1) L pre-pausal vowels are very
definitely longer than S pre-pausal vowels, on the order of a 50% greater
duration. Previous scholars (e.g. Greenberg 1942) have seriously under-
estimated the difference in duration. (2) U monophthongs have short
decay times very similar to S monophthongs indicating that both groups
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end with glottal closure. (3) Although both S and U vowels have relatively
short durations äs compared to L, U vowels äs a class are consistently
longer than S vowels in both initial and decay portions. (4) Diphthongs
are essentially comparable in temporal behavior to monophthongs. Most
interestingly, U diphthongs are not the same äs L diphthongs but are short -
er and have glottal closure just like U monophthongs. (5) Differences
in vowel quality produce no significant effects on the duration parameters,
the four vowel types behaving äs homogeneous sets within each of the
three length groups.
To summarize, there are three statistically distinct phonetic categories
of pre-pausal vowels: short duration with glottal closure, short-inter-
mediate duration with glottal closure, and long duration without glottal
closure.
3. PHONOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION
The preceding section has demonstrated that pre-pausal U vowels are
not S vowels but rather form a third phonetically distinct "intermediate"
group. Before going on to the problem of Interpretation posed by this
fact, we would like to discuss the membership of the four cases where
these "intermediate" vowels occur taken äs a set (refer back to (5)).
The internal composition of this set is not äs unnatural äs it might
appear. Cases (b-d) do form a natural class: they are all verbs having
an identical High* tone pattern. Our earlier Statement that the length
"alternation" was found only in "monosyllabic" or "Grade VI" verbs
was a simplification. What really matters is that the verbs have High
tone throughout, regardless of the number of syllables. This can be seen,
for example, in the "pluractional" (= "intensive") forms of these verbs.11
The derived forms (e.g. shasshA, bibbiyA, kakkAI, sassaatO), which
preserve the level High tone pattern, still exhibit the U vowel pre-pausally.
Thus, one can see that cases (b-d) are simply particular instances of a
single class {z}, which is defined in terms of the lexical category Verb and
the phonological tonal category High*. As for case (a), apart from its
High tone, the pronoun has nothing particularly in common with the
verbs. Nevertheless, since all U vowels have been shown to behave phonetic-
ally äs a set, the case of the first person possessive pronoun should remain
included even though this requires that the set be described in terms of
disjunct grammatical categories.12
Turning now to the phonological question, a possible solution, which
has been implicitly assumed by those Hausaists who recognize the exis-
tence of short variants, at least in cases (a) and (b), is that there is a morpho-
phonemic rule whereby these particular long vowels become short pre-
pausally. Then, all short vowels subsequently undergo a lower-level pho-
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netic rule specifying final glottal closure in pre-pausal position, e.g. /daawoo/
-*/daawo// 11-> [daawo?]/ 1 1 .
Given our flndings, one must reject such a solution since it cannot
explain the phonetic differences which were found between these shorten-
ed vowels and normal short vowels. Moreover, if one wants to account
for all the cases in the same way, the solution requires the Step of having
to mark diphthongs äs short in intermediate structure when nowhere eise
is such a specification ever needed.
Our Interpretation is that U vowels are long vowels ending with pre-
pausal glottal closure. Their Status is thus phonologicaUy distinct from
short pre-pausal vowels also ending with glottal closure. In our view,
only one rule is needed, presented informally in (6):
(6) V ->· [+glottal closure]/—II
where V is (i) short, or
(ii) belongs to lexical class {a, z}
This rule says that final glottal closure is added pre-pausally whenever the
vowel is either (i) phonologicaUy short, or (ii) the long final vowel of a
word belonging to one of the lexical classes listed äs our cases (a-d), i.e.
the first person possessive pronouri or a High tone verb. This solution is
possible because we do not regard the presence of glottal closure äs a
phonetic feature integrally associated only with short vowels, äs has been
the Standard analysis.13 Rather, it is considered äs a prosodic feature of
pausal position, having some kind of demarcative function.14 As such,
it may be added either to short vowels, which is the usual case in Hausa,
or to long vowels, which is much rarer. The actual shorter duration of
the long vowels followed by glottal closure results from a phonetically
natural process: it is a near-universal characteristic of any vowel checked
by glottal stop that it is phonetically short in duration. In Hausa, the pre-
pausal long checked vowels have nevertheless remained phonetically
distinct from the short checked vowels.15 The following sample deriva-
tions illustrate the rule:
(7)
phonological
form
[P] addition
phonetic
output
Long
doogoo
'tall one'
[do:go:]
Short
kooko
'gruel'
kooko P
[ko:ko?]
"Intermediate"
riigaataa
'my gown'
riigaataa P
[ri:ga:ta·?]
ZOO
'come'
zoo P
[zo-?]
hau
'climb'
hau P
[hau?]
Our solution to the problem of U vowels has emerged from the demon-
stration of the existence of a third phonetic category. Such a category
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had not previously been recognized because of certain commonly held
ideas about Hausa: (1) presence of glottal stop was equated with short
final vowels and absence of it with long final vowels; (2) differences
in overall duration between long and short pre-pausal vowels were mis-
takenly minimized; and (3) the use of non-pausal contexts for determining
phonological length of final vowels ruled out consideration of the existence
of pre-pausal variants. The discovery of the third category has led to a
revision of these ideas, in particular, the notion that there is a necessary
one-to-one relation in Hausa between phonological length and pre-pausal
glottal closure. At the same time, our solution does confirm the Intuition
of those scholars who transcribed U vowels äs long even though they ac-
knowledged these äs being phonemically short. Moreover, it coincides with
what some linguistically sophisticated Hausa Speakers have also feit about
U vowels, which they have described äs "not äs short äs short", "neither
longnor short".
It is important to note that our Interpretation of final glottal closure
in Hausa äs a pausal phenomenon rather than äs a vowel length feature
has direct parallels in other African languages. For example, in Fula
(Arnott 1970), final glottality accompanies both long and short pre-
pausal vowels äs well äs resonant consonants, but only for certain gram-
matical classes of morphemes. In Borana, a dialect of Oromo (Andrzejewski
1957), long pre-pausal vowels are realized äs short plus glottal stop, re-
maining distinct from short pre-pausal vowels which are realized äs voice-
less. Finally, in Akan (Schachter and Fromkin 1968), phonetic glottal
stop is one of the realizations of certain final vowels and resonants, but
again, only in pre-pausal position. In the light of such phenomena, the
existence in Hausa of certain long final vowels checked by pre-pausal
glottal closure, äs reported in this paper, does not seem so unusual.
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Appendix l: The 26 Hausa test items recorded in pre-pausal position, listed according
to final vowel and length group.
O AI AU
säa ta
'putit!'
caaca
'gambling'
SHORT PÄbba
'name (m)'
Käaka
'name (f)'
öoho
'exclam.'
kooko
'gruel'
Pikko
'geog. name'
Doogo
'name (m)'
(structurally empty)
UNDETER- "yaatA saatO ta KAI täkAU
MINED 'my daughter' 'steal (and bring)!"that she carry"that she move aside'
tau shA PaikO taa kAI taa h A U
'she drank' 'send (here)' 'she carried' 'she climbed'
saataa Rootoo
'stealing' 'feeding'
LONG maataa doogoo
'women' 'tall one'
jaakai
'donkeys'
yautai
'nightjar'
Laarai
'name (f)'
täbäarau
'eyeglasses'
kibau
'arrows'
Jäatau
'name (m)'
Appendix 2: Duration measurements (in ms) for 10 Hausa vowel classes, recorded in
pre-pausal position at slow vs. fast speech rates, with total means and Standard
deviations.
Overall Duration
Category
SHORT
a
0
UNDET.
A
O
AI
AU
LONG
aa
oo
ai
au
N
160
80
80
160
40
40
40
40
200
40
40
60
60
slow/fast
183/170
182/166
184/174
211/184
226/183
194/176
212/191
214/186
280/245
313/279
263/232
275/240
275/237
mean
176
174
179
198
205
185
202
200
263
296
248
258
256
sd
23
23
23
34
38
32
22
38
45
46
46
39
38
Initial Portion
slow/fast
112/98
113/96
111/98
133/105
145/110
123/99
128/105
138/107
169/129
167/133
161/120
166/128
178/135
mean
105
105
105
119
128
111
117
123
149
150
140
147
156
sd
21
21
21
31
32
30
27
30
40
40
49
39
38
Decay Portion
slow/fast
71/73
69/69
73/76
78/78
82/73
71/78
84/86
77/78
111/116
146/146
102/112
109/112
97/102
mean
72
69
74
78
77
74
85
77
114
146
108
111
100
sd
12
12
12
19
18
14
18
24
30
33
24
23
24
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NOTES
1 The term "glottal closure" is used expressly m this paper to refer to its function
äs a phonetic feature attributed to pre pausal (short)final vowels This is to avoid
confusion with "glottal stop", which functions äs a consonant in Hausa in prevocalic
Position
2 There are, of course, phonotactic restrictions affecting vowel length word-medi-
ally, e g the occurrence of short vowels only in closed syllables, and the neutraliza-
tion of the length distmction between the high vowels before /y/ and /w/, but these
are statable in terms of redundancy conditions rather than phonological rules
3 "Undetermined" vowels are wntten with capital letters to distinguish them
from long vowels, wntten with double letters, and short vowels, wntten with a
single letter
4 The verb yO ~ wO 'do (and come)' (<yiwO) could also be mcluded here Some
scholars, however, would treat it äs a Grade VI verb, along with sO and zO
5 The three disyllabic verbs in this group are considered to be members of the
"monosyllabic" verb class on morphosyntactic grounds Note that the two mono-
syllabic verbs with falling tone, cee 'say' and saa 'put', are not subject to the alter-
nation Other monosyllabic verbs such äs baa 'give' and yaa {da) 'throw out', re-
quire a complement and never occur pre-pausally
6 Parsons(1961 106n) stated that the form of the hnked pronoun was "«
but he transcribed it throughout this article äs short in all positions In a later article
(1971/72), the pronoun was transcribed äs long in all positions Jungraithmayr and
Mohlig (1976) treated the pronoun äs short everywhere, faihng to note any contexts
where it is long Unlike the first person, all other bound possessive pronouns do in
fact have a short final vowel, e g ka, kl, sä, ta, mu,ku, su
I As proof of this, he shows that O is long before the negative marker (his usual
context for determining final length), without reaüzing that it is then no longer
in pre-pausal Position
8 Carnochan mistakenly mcluded biyA among the High-High intransitive verbs
having mherently short final vowels The shortening of jirA and kirA was brought
to our attention by P Newman (personal communication)
9 Following the analysis in Newman and Salim (n d ), monophthongs may be
distinguished from diphthongs by a vowel feature such äs [steady state] The feature
[long] is then redundant for [-steady state] vowels, i e diphthongs
10 Few expenmental studies exist on vowel duration in Hausa and none on vowels
in pre-pausal position Zima (1974) restricted himself to measured durations of a
few a and o final verbs m non pausal position The earher study by Hofmann (1964)
presented relative durations in terms of overall short long ratlos, taking tone some-
what into account, but ignonng position of the vowel withm the word or phrase
II The term "pluractional" is adopted from Newman and Saum (n d ) m preference
to the more familiär but less accurate label "intensive" These verb forms normally
indicate action performed a number of times or affecting a number of objects
12 This set may eventually contain more categories than presently recognized
For example, the locative form (a) kaa On the head' (cf km 'head') also exhibits
final glottal closure pre-pausally
13 Carnochan very clearly regards glottal prosody äs the defming feature of short
vowels generally, in his System, even non-fmal syllables containing short vowels have
the structure CV?- (1952 96-97)
14 The idea that the glottal closure in Hausa is a pausal feature servmg to mark
off the end of certam utterances is further supported by the fact that in interrogative
sentences, final [?] is not present, neither after structurally short vowels nor after
U vowels (Newman and Newman 1981)
15 It would not, however, be surpnsrng to find this distmction bemg lost by some
Hausa Speakers Measurements of a small sample of pre-pausal U and S vowels record-
ed by a Speaker from Bauchi showed that while his U vowels tended to be longer
than his S vowels, the differences m duration were much smaller than those reported
in our present expenment
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